Johnsons House Move Checklist
Moving house is well known as one of the most stressful experiences we will have to
endure in adult life – and not without reason. What should be a time of excitement
and celebration often transforms into a period fraught with anxiety thanks to the sheer
amount of things to organise and consider as you move into your new home.
At Johnsons, we know that every person’s approach to moving is as unique as they
are – and most of us have different anxieties and issues that concern us as we prepare
to relocate. There are however key aspects everyone has in common – issues we all
must address as we move on to pastures new. That’s why we’ve compiled this handy
checklist including everything you’ll need to consider before and during your move,
ensuring your relocation runs seamlessly. Simply follow these nineteen easy steps to
ensure that your move is as smooth and as stress-free as possible.

Go public
When you relocate and change address there will be plenty of people you’ll need to
notify – even if you’re only moving down the road.
Start by listing everyone who needs to know you’re moving, and why
Begin the process by considering every possible person or entity that needs to know
that your home address is changing. It may be useful to group contacts into several
categories – family and friends, medical (hospitals, GP surgeries, dentists), and
financial (banks, building societies and insurance companies). In essence, any person
or organisation that contacts you via post will need to know that you are moving,
when you’re moving and where you’re moving to.
Take care of utilities and subscription providers
Around a week or so before your moving date, contact utilities companies and any
subscription providers – such as magazines, papers, beauty boxes or food kits. It’s
likely you’ll be able to change your address online, but it may be necessary to give
them a call to confirm. Only do this within two weeks of your moving date to avoid
bills and subscription items arriving at your new address before you do.
Ensure that your vote still counts
When you change your address, you must notify the government to ensure that you
are still registered to vote. Even if there are no upcoming elections it’s worth taking
care of this now to avoid issues later on should you forget. You can easily amend your
voting address online on the gov.uk website.
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Redirect mail via the Post Office
Even if you spend hours notifying utilities companies and service providers, it’s still
likely that one or two may take some time to be updated, or will have been forgotten.
Combat issues caused by lost letters by contacting your local Post Office and asking
them to redirect all mail to your new address as a backup. There is a charge for this
service – but it’s well worth paying to circumvent the possible stress, inconvenience
and fees incurred from unpaid bills or confidential information turning up at your old
address.
Notify TV Licencing before you move
It’s a small thing – and therefore it’s often overlooked. Yet neglecting to notify TV
Licencing of your move could result in a hefty fine of £1,000. If you currently possess
a TV Licence and plan on using one in your new property, it’s important to get in
touch with them to change your address on their database, avoiding additional fees
and possible fines.

Get organised
Although there’s a lot going on, this is the best possible time to reorganise your
belongings and throw out anything you no longer need.
Clear out and de-clutter
Most of us harbour mountains of clutter – items that often end up squirreled away
throughout our home. It’s only when we begin to go through everything that we
realise just how much we actually own! It can be overwhelming to be faced with so
much stuff – so take this opportunity to be ruthless and throw out or donate anything
you no longer need or want. Ask yourself a few key questions when de-cluttering –
like, ‘Is this useful?’ ‘Have I used/worn/taken this out in the past year?’ ‘Am I likely
to use this in the future?’ If the answer is no, leave it behind. Large items such as
furniture can be donated to charity (sometimes with free pick-ups), sold (via Gumtree
or eBay) or taken away by the council, usually for a fee.
Consider storage for large, seasonal or non-essential items
As you organise your home and prepare to pack up, you may find that there are items
you wish to keep but don’t yet want to move into a new property. These may be
seasonal – like garden furniture and BBQs, or larger non-essentials awaiting
placement in your new home. Check out Johnson’s storage services and arrange for
these items to be transported prior to your scheduled moving date.
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Discuss packaging with your removal company
Packing is very important. The way an item is packed and the type of packaging used
to wrap and contain it could mean the difference between a broken heirloom and a
safely transported treasure. It’s best to leave packing to the experts, as they will know
exactly how to arrange everything to ensure that it is relocated safely and securely.
Contact Johnsons to find out more about our packing services. You can also view a
number of ‘How to’ videos on our website and YouTube channel demonstrating how
to safely pack various items.
Dismantle and organise non-essential furniture and larger items
Transporting larger items flat-packed or in pieces greatly minimises the risk of
damage. Whether you’ve decided to place furniture in storage for the time being, or
want to take it with you when you move, now is a good time to dismantle it ready for
packing. Side tables, cabinets, wardrobes and dressers can be taken down and
arranged. Keep screws, washers and divots handy in labelled bags along with
instructions for each piece, if you still have them to hand. If choosing Johnsons, we
can dismantle all furniture for you, and reassemble at your new property.

Plan ahead
Preparation is key when moving home – and it can be so easy to simplify the process
and minimise stress with just a little forward planning.
Arrange cleaning in advance for your new home if possible
Whilst the property you are moving to should be in a good condition, the last thing
you need is to turn up and find that everywhere needs to be cleaned before you start to
unpack your things and place furniture down. You won’t have time to clean once the
move is underway – and your belongings will need to be deposited as quickly and
efficiently as possible. To combat this, arrange for a professional cleaning company to
deep clean the new property prior to your arrival – or ask if you can have access to do
so yourself. Johnsons can arrange this for you, if you wish.
Arrange stop-gap accommodation if needed
Sometimes moving dates simply don’t match up, and you may need to leave your
home before the existing tenants in your new property are able to move out.
Necessary renovation or decoration work may also delay your ‘real’ moving date.
Make sure that you are aware of this as early as possible so that you can arrange
accommodation for the interim period – and storage for your furniture and
belongings, if necessary. If you’re not able to stay with family or friends, hotels are
normally much cheaper when booked in advance – and of course availability is likely
to be higher the sooner you confirm.
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Stay connected
Phone lines and Wi-Fi connections can take a few days to set up – so in the meantime
make sure that you have internet access via a dongle or tether connection with your
phone. If there are important tasks to be done that require internet access, it’s best to
take care of them before the move.
Create a handy factsheet for your property’s new residents
This may feel like the last thing you want to do – but making a list of handy
information about your property for new owners or tenants should reduce the
possibility of them constantly getting in touch to ask questions as you’re busy setting
up your new home. Include the basics, such as where the stopcock and gas/electricity
meters are located and when bins are collected. Some estate agents may gather this
information for you on behalf of the new owner.

Finalise formalities
It’s not the most exciting part of a move – but these things are essential. Finalise the
formalities a week or so before you relocate to ensure that every loose end is tied up –
as forgetting to do so could potentially cause issues at a later stage, or on the day of
the move itself.
Get in touch with utilities to organise final meter readings
Contact your utilities companies to arrange a final meter reading for electricity, water
and gas – ensuring that no complicated disputes can arise once you have vacated the
property. This also applies in reverse – so take meter readings once you arrive at your
new home in order to check them against information provided by the previous
residents. This way, any discrepancies on either side can be easily resolved.
Are you covered for the move by your home insurance?
Accidents can happen – and whilst you and the professionals you hire to support you
as you relocate will be as careful as possible, it’s important to know that your
possessions are protected if damage should occur in transit or in either property.
Check with your home insurance provider to see whether you are covered by their
policy on the moving day itself. Your removals company should also be fully insured,
so it’s best to cross-reference to confirm that some form of cover protects you at all
times throughout the process.
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Confirm school switch dates on both sides
Whilst it’s likely that you’ve already ensured that your child has a school to go to near
your new home, it’s important to minimise the time they’ll spend out of school and
help them to settle in with clear leaving and starting dates. Contact both schools and
confirm so that you can reduce the risk of them falling behind, and maintain stability
for them throughout the relocation process.

Make life easier on the day itself
It’s going to be a busy day – so minimise the pressure and simplify moving day with a
few handy hints.
Make sure children and pets are cared for
Even when you’ve planned and prepared with care for moving day it’s bound to be
busy and hectic – with plenty to do, and lots going on. Furniture is being moved
about, boxes are being lifted and loaded, and final arrangements are being made. For
these reasons and more, children and pets don’t mix with moving days. It will make
your move a lot easier if you can ask family members, friends or professionals (be it
registered child minders or pet sitters) to take care of your little ones for you. If you
are moving a long way, specialist pet shipping services can pick up and transport your
pets for you.
Pack a personal survival kit
There’s possibly no worse time to find that you are missing the essentials when
they’re packed up in boxes and loaded on to a van which may or may not be on its
way to your new home. With so much to do, it’s unlikely that you’ll have time to pop
to the shops to pick up supplies on moving day. Pack up a spare box and perhaps even
a small suitcase containing the bare essentials you’ll need over the next few days –
both during the move and after as you settle into your new property. You may not
have access to amenities such as water and electricity, so choose wisely and select
multi-use, handy products. Key items include toilet roll, soap and toiletries, bottled
water, cutlery, plates, cups (disposable types are perfect) and any other food items
such as tea, coffee and snacks.
Make a to-do list for the other side
Whether you’re moving straight in or need to wait for a couple of days before you get
the keys to your new home, you’ll need a plan to help you to smoothly and swiftly
settle in. Key things to consider include a timeline for the unpacking process – (what,
where, when?) and important calls such as connecting electricity, water, Wi-Fi and
more.
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About Johnsons
Johnsons have been helping families and businesses move for over 140 years – with
expertise and experience in many different types of relocation. Our caring and
considerate approach ensures that the removal process doesn’t add stress and anxiety
to what is often already a challenging process. We’re also BAR accredited and
approved with full insurance – so you can enjoy complete peace of mind throughout
the course of your removal.
Learn more about our comprehensive service including storage options, packing and
specialist provision here – www.johnsonshomeremovals.co.uk.

You will find an easy to follow checklist on the following page to help you get
organised prior to move day. We do offer a full home move management service so if
you require any further support, please contact us on 0808 124 0014.
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Moving House – Task Tick Sheet
2 weeks before
Make a list of everyone who needs to be notified of your move
Send notification (via email or in writing) of your upcoming move with details of
your new address to everyone on your contact list
Begin to clear out and de-clutter, throwing unwanted items away or giving them to
charity
Discuss packing with your removal company and pack smaller, non-breakable items
if possible
Arrange stopgap accommodation if required and child or pet care for your moving
date
Create a handy fact-sheet for your home’s new residents and send directly or via your
estate agent
Call your home insurance provider to make sure that you are covered during the move
Confirm leaving and start dates with your child’s new and existing schools

1 week before
Notify utilities and subscription providers of your upcoming move and provide them
with your new address
Register to vote at your new address
Contact your local Post Office and arrange a mail redirect
Notify TV Licencing if applicable
Arrange for storage of larger non-essentials or stopgap storage if necessary
Begin to dismantle furniture ready to be flat-packed
Organise cleaning and utilities connections for your new property
Arrange final meter readings for water, electricity and gas
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The day before
Pack a ‘survival kit’ with all the essentials – you’ll be living with this box or suitcase
for a day or two, so make sure you have everything you need!
Put together a to-do list to help you settle in quickly on the other side

On the day
Enjoy peace of mind as Johnsons’ dedicated team of professionals takes care of the
packing and removals process for you.

For more information about Johnsons and our comprehensive range of move
services, please visit www.johnsonshomeremovals.co.uk.
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